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and spontaneous dialogue. So there are, of course, people who
write verse with ease and prose with infinite labour. None have
succeeded less in concealing their particular views of life and con-
duct than the most admired exponents of the doctrine that art should
have no meaning.
The dis- Right as it is, however, to keep the two modes of inteipretmg
tutsive tne phenomena of life clearly distinct, the essential affinity between
function of ^ egsay an(j ^ novei3 between the interpretation of life through
sentiments and reflections and its interpretation through concrete
portraiture and imaginary action, remains. As fiction is obviously
parallel to narrative poetry, so is the essay parallel to meditative
and didactic poetry and to the lyric. And as the epic is related to
the lyric, so is the novel to the essay, which fundamental affinity
shows more conspicuously as prose literature and poetic literature
move further and further apart. The distinction between verse and
prose is a formal and external difference marking the distinction
between profoundly different attitudes of mind. During the Eliza-
bethan period, when imagination had the upper hand, when the
scientific spirit was in abeyance, the distinction had no chance of
making itself adequately felt. Prose is for the intellectual treatment
of life, for the registration of facts rather than imaginative truth.
Prose—that is, a really prosaic prose—is the appointed medium for
an age of scientific investigation. It was ere long to be the medium
of a more matter-of-fact realism than had hitherto emerged. But
already, in the analytical and critical and the less emotional work
of the essayists, character-writers and satirists, this proper function
of prose was to find exercise, and the prose so used at once began
to clear itself of foreign elements and to become better adapted for
its proper function.1
The	Montaigne published his first two books of Essays in 1580, and
faay to the second edition in 1588 he added a third.2 He was the founder
of an English school of essayists that is still flourishing. Montaigne's
genius was as distinctively French as that of Voltaire or Anatole
France \ but the form which he initiated did not prove particularly
congenial to the French mind. There has been no second Montaigne,
1	See Volume I , introduction, especially pp. 15 and 18-21, on the different
mental attitudes oi the poet and the novelist.
2	Florio's translation of Montaigne's Essays appeared in 1603, the second
edition in 1613.

